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About Us

Backed by a virtual army of programmers, Astoundry has experience with a wide

At Astoundry we realize that outsour-

That our staff seems amazingly famili-

We would love to submit a proposal

range of IT, web- and database development projects, including the integration of

cing a project can sometimes require a

ar with your problems should come as

for your next IT project. We think

legacy systems, the creation of new software applications, or the launch of a new

leap of faith. Which is exactly why we

no surprise. The fact is, almost every

you'll like what you hear almost as

eCommerce function. Our full range of expertise includes:

are so fanatical about ensuring our

one of your key contacts at Astoundry

much as the final project we deliver.

clients are always informed, involved -

- from our founders to our senior exec-

Contact Information & Locations

and completely in charge.

utives to our project managers - has

• Legacy Application Transition to Newer Platforms
• Legacy Application Management and Maintenance
• Building new software applications

extensive experience working in large,

Email address information@astoundry.com

• Catalog Building-Carefully constructing databases to hold large amounts of data.

In fact, we take service so seriously

fast-moving corporate and technology

• Wireless Enablement- Astoundry can extend a client's existing applications to the

that our Chief Executive Officer also

start-up IT departments. Meaning we

functions as our Chief Service Officer.

can sympathize with your dilemmas, as

http://www.astoundry.com

A title he considers to be ultimately

well as empathize.

Tel (909) 437-2789

any form of wireless web as well as new platforms.
• B2B Applications and Exchanges -Develop solutions that seamlessly integrate the
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backend transactional systems with the B2B procurement applications.

http://www.astoundry.com

• Portals-Astoundry can help clients launch their portals on time and assist them in
enhancing its features and functionality using its expertise in content management
tools and technologies.
• ASP Solutions - Convert software products from a client/server model to an
ASP model.
• e-Business Integration-Astoundry can help clients leverage their existing data and
systems to build seamless e-business systems.

more important. So much so that he

Fax (413) 521-6383

invites - no, he insists - that you

Of course, most important of all, we

contact him personally - via phone,

can also provide you with a great solu-

FAX or email - in the event you are

tion. One that will help blow away

dissatisfied with any aspect of your

your competition - without blowing

project. And he will make it right.

out your budget. A world-class solu-

After all, he's the boss.

tion, at an astounding price.

• Data Warehousing-Building, architecting, integrating, consolidating, and managing
large data warehouses.
• A research facility to help U.S. companies explore new technologies or experiment
with existing technologies.

About Our Teams

Representing the end-to-end life cycle of development,

At Astoundry, we provide exactly what our tagline states:
IT as it should be. And for us, that means delivering the
same high level of IT, web and database development you
expect from your in-house staff or expensive consulting
firms - without the levels of commitment, complications
and expense such solutions require. Just a simple, costeffective, turnkey solution you can call upon at will.

Our services combine top-tier, US-based project managers
with accomplished developers worldwide to produce
world-class solutions at an astounding price.

We invite you to review the rest of our brochure, visit
our web site or give us a call. We think you'll find our
approach refreshing, effective, and perhaps just a little
more sensible. Or, as we like to say, IT as it should be.

project management methodology is named LAUNCH.

Our services combine toptier, US-based project
managers with
accomplished developers
worldwide to produce
world-class solutions at
an astounding price.

Led by our experienced, client-focused and U.S.-based

LAUNCH stands for each phase involved in a project's

project managers, Astoundry's teams of international

completion; Learning, Analysis, UNdertaking, Coding

programmers provide the level of expertise required to

and Handing-off. Each step is defined in detail in

ensure you'll receive a world class solution at a fraction

Astoundry's Published Software Development

of the costs you're likely paying elsewhere.

Methodology.

Drawn largely from the staffs of premier universities

Best of all, LAUNCH is managed by Astoundry's own,

worldwide, Astoundry's programmers are both

U.S.-based project managers. Our PMs are dedicated to

fully-accredited and highly-skilled in the latest tools,

accurate requirements gathering, managing the

trends and technologies the world has to offer.

development team, scope, client schedules and budget
and communications with the client. Making them

About Our Methods

personally responsible - and personally committed - to
your project's success.

Based on the same processes used by NASA to develop
the systems that guide flights in space, Astoundry's

astoundry
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